48 Falcon Rd, London SW11 2LR

********************************************

Why does animated food look so tasty?
********************************************
I’m watching Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs
right now and just passed the burger scene and all I
really want now is a huge stack of cheeseburgers.
What is it about animated food that looks so much
more filling and fantastic than our own real food?
Do you have any foods from cartoons you wish were
real and would eat in a heart beat?
I want to try some of these clouds Goku is eating
And a table of food he’s notorious for eating all by
himself

the first 2 don’t even look like food
I don’t see it...

Krabby Patties also look pretty good

Dude,

are

you

same reason people fap to animated boobies. *

high?

It’s because the food looks perfect and you don’t have to
prepare it yourself.
The pizza from A Goofy Movie looks amazing,
And! most importantly! THE LEANING TOWER OF
CHEEZA! The dream!

Holy crap dude! Yea!
*dat bulma, she so hot and smartly.

Dude, I feel the same way. That scene in Spirited Away where the parents
are eating...

Because it’s not edible
EDIT: FUCK
nothing has ever looked as delicious as the imaginary food in hook.
not that it’s a cartoon, but fictional food is always the best looking.

Land Before Time: the thread.
Seriously, this movie got me to
eat vegetables when I was a kid.

Because they can’t get food in real life?
In the case of Ratatouille, they took the time to
model the kitchen and dishes from the French
Laundry. The final signature dish was based off of
something Thomas Keller made:
I think in the case of Land Before Time it’s
the way they eat that looks so awesome. Over
zealous and huge friggin bites.
Ratatouille food looks awesome as well. I was
thinking of watching it after Cloudy.
i thought i was the only one. people need to stop drawing tentacle porn
and just draw food from now on, i live

YES!
I really need to watch that movie again...
I think it’s because animators always have an excuse to
order food, oh I need some reference material.
how could the op not include the masters of animated
food?

Lets not forget the peach from
James and the Giant Peach.

Good call guys, I could have
posted more if I wasnt stuck on
my phone.
you win this thread
I hope to one day live in a giant peach

...
that peach ruined peaches for me :(
The fucking bread from Aladdin.
I want that fucking bread goddamnit.

I will say I definitely prefer the style of Japanese
food compared to American. It might be the steam
lines.

that scene always gave me a craving for
waffles (with maple syrup!)
the same reason ice cream freezers in the sun prolly it’s science

Everyone shut the fuck up. I win.
Chicken and turkey legs
always look particularly
good. Looks like they are
made of all white meat or
something.
Those drumsticks in Hook were legit.
why is that guy winking and motioning towards his crotch
“Hey Maxi, wanna see me jack myself off with this pizza?”.

even bugs look delicious
I’m not even joking
edit: oh what the hell ^^
Slimy, yet satisfying.

I’m glad real life pizza isn’t liquid.

Wallace and Gromit as a kid with their
cheese and crackers, good lord.
All of these!

Oh damn I forgot about the cheese in

W&G!
The sound the Simpsons make while eating like porks (the
old ones, as I’m aware) it’s disgusting yet inciting.

haha, yes!
Tom & Jerry the thread.

I love food porn in movies in general.
There’s a ton of asian movies where all of the stories
revolves around cooking competitions, oh man. I think I’m
going to watch one tonight.
Yikes I don’t like gooey pizza

Chicken wings always look really
satisfying to eat.
That steak, man.

I loved the movie, but that always looked fake to
me.

This thread is so true. Animated
food is the best food. I loved these.
Hell yea those Steaks!

And for some reason I always imagined the milk to be
very sweet maybe a hint of honey.
First thing the thread reminded me of. I wouldn't mind
turning into a pig if I could gorge myself on such delicious
looking food.
I'll eat it Raw. There's also those episodes in where the table is full of food, as a kid
growing in a
third world country that had no idea how any of that tasted, it was mesmerizing.

I’m getting hungry now. Damn it.
Food in Asterix comics always looked incredible.
Not the best pictures, but Google failed me.

tmnt pizza was good too...
Can’t find an actual pic from Mickey’s Christmas Carol, but this always did it for me:
Spongebob Krabby Patty
I always used to crave ‘em after the show:

CHEDDDAAAAAAAAA
Fuck this thread.
I’m so hungry now.
Same. I fucking love lettuce.
i don’t think so at all

This thread is awesome! More animated food please !
I remember when I was watching Land Before Time as a kid my mom
pointed out that Sharpteeth weren’t bad, they just wanted some meat.
As a fellow carnivore I felt conflicted whenever I watched it from that
point on.

I have this sudden urge to ruin my diet and go to
a Chinese buffet.
Yes! Cartoon pizza. I made that comment
before to someone and they looked at me
like I was insane.

In the original Pokemon series they always commented on
how good of a cook Brock was but it looked weird to me...

Cartoon steaks are always perfect.
It never ever does? Except beef bowl in Persona 4 anime
This is a toriko/one piece thread

that movie pretty much ruined bread for me. no matter
what, real bread never tastes even half as good as what i
imagine that loaf from aladdin tastes like.
I remember after I watched this movie with my mom, she was like “let’s
go have ramen with ham in it.” And we did and it was awesome. Also, in
the special features for Spirited Away, there’s a part where the animation
team is having lunch, and they make ramen that looks so frickin good.

Ratatouille & Ghibli are the kings.
So it does happen ;)

Why does the food never disappear in animations when the
characters eat it? Like, they take a bite, but there’s still the
same amount of food left!
The character eating and the food they have in their hands are
one full piece of animation, but the plates of food surrounding
them are static images that the character and primary food are
working over/under.
Infinite food.

We’ve solved world hunger.

Oboro Muramasa (Wii/Vita)
So basically to save frames? Still looks cheap. I don’t understand why
that’s necessary in shows like The Simpsons that are animated with
computers..
Cowboy bebop’s Bell peppers & Beef (without beef)
And the infamous lobster
I’m sure they have their reasons (time, budget, consistency). But yea it’s a
cheap way of doing things, good thing we have guys like Ghibli and Pixar
stepping up their food game and giving us the crazy level of food detail.

The giant ice cream sundae in the DuckTales
movie always looks so delicious. Loved the giant
multicolored scoops of ice cream.
Godamn Anton Sugar my newfound bro ...
That gif hits all the right notes and takes me back to my childhood when i saw this
film a 100 times and i remember thinking as a little kid how tasty that grass seemed.
Something about the way they animated it.
Thank you for this!

Can somebody tell me what cut of state those cartoon
steaks are supposed to be? They always look the same.

I thought you meant like this:
Indeed! I remember how the comics end
with an epilogue consist of them drinking
and eating Juicy meat.
My guess is it’s a steak cut from the shank
due to that bone in the center.
+1 for Spirited Away food. A friend of mine is half Japanese, and every
New Years that side of his family throws a ridiculously huge feast. It
always reminds me of Spirited Away.

This fucking fruit. Looks so tasty when Rafiki cracks it open.
Aladdin Watermelon
And I know this isn’t food, but the ruby looked like candy to me
when I was a kid. Abu salivating over it just made it all the more
appetizing.
And of course the bread.

Can you imagine the
consistency of the juices in
that melon rafiki has if he’s
able to use it as paint on
simba?
Juicy juicy stuff.

Dunno but if jeff gertsman was a animated dog...
Dat moon cheddar:
Also this thread needs some Simpsons love:
Aww no Be Our Guest scene from Beauty and the Beast? C’mon,
try the grey stuff it’s delicious! Don’t believe me, ask the dishes.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afzmwAKUppU
I typically enjoy cartoon sandwiches. They look so
tasty! Also, big meat in cartoons/games generally
looks awesome.

Bugs Bunny made carrot seem delicious
Watching Ed, Edd, and Eddy eat these burgers always
made me hungry.
I remember this part of Oliver and Company
always making me hungry as a kid:

Its not a food, but I’ve
always thought Jigglypuff
must be delicious.
Are you replying to the OP? If so, the second one was
a picture of Goku eating...clouds. I wouldn’t expect
clouds to look food.

Remember when Doug tried sushi?
yup this sooo this I wanted breakfast immediately after watching that HMC scene

oh lala
I was about to make this thread on the videogame side.

Oh man. I didn’t know what the hell that was
but I wanted to eat it.
You should still make it. The fruit in crash bandicoot
always looked delicious.

Oh man, I haven’t seen that movie in forever. I always
imagined that tasting like cookies & cream ice cream.
Mm, porkchops.

What the, dude, how can you post Ed Edd
and Eddy and not post jawbreakers?
Shaggy & Scooby’s food always make me hungry.

Oh god, cartoon pancakes are right up there with cartoon steaks.
They always look so amazing and fluffy.

I still want a Reptar Bar.
What do you think the green insides
taste like?
Fuckin Bangarang.

Saw the thread title and came in to post this but looks like I was beat to it.

Now THAT is food porn.

I approve of this
thread.
Oh god I want all that bread in
or around my mouth.
There’s nothing sexual about Rick’s Bread.

Oh god, I want a 30 stack
sandwich of whatever that
is.
No love for Krustyburgers? Mmmm fattening.
Nothing taste better than 1000 year old Retro Meat
This scene: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mk6zbY8i4_8
And this one..
yes. As a kid I tried eating carrots like Bugs did.

Because illustrations are supposed to be better than real life.

Haha the reason why I had lasagna last night for
dinner. :)
Yes! It looks so tasty!

Well damn, looks like I’m having pizza
tonight.

Main ingredient in all
of them seems to be
cheese.
Nobody faps to cartoons dude.
Do they?

yes

:/
Surely you’re joking.

Wow... I’d want to avoid those people.
If I remember correctly, Swery69 did this for his game Deadly
Premonition. There are hidden behind-the-scenes photos in the
game where you can see all the food that in-game food was
modeled after.
I completely agree with you. That food on Goku’s plate looks scrumptious.
I remember on the scoot doo movie with the zombie island one, there was
a part where shaggy and scooby boil crawfish in the van and it seems
cold outside. The steams of the animated crawfish looke godly, and I will
always remember that for the rest of my life.

Totally agree OP, seeing the food goku ate in DBZ as a kid made
me jealous as fuck, man I wish real food looked that good.

Yes, I was being ironic, I’ve heard of
Hentai.
But still, it’s a bit weird.
I need a feast like this in my life.
the steam really sells it.
or a boat of ice cream
Food in the Kirby/Smash Bros games <3
Also, I could not find a pic:
Oboro Muramasa, looks delicious!

Yeah this. The effort they put into
something so insignificant is
commendable.

Scooby Doo sandwiches are GOAT.
You don’t flatten the patty on the grill, damnit!
Some do.

look at dem eggs
I remember always wanting to taste the burgers J. Wellington Wimpy ate
in Popeye.

Yep, great stuff. Folks here need to watch some Cooking
Master Boy, Mr Ajikko, Yakitake Japan!, Oishinbo the
Gourmet, Ah! Harimanada, play EVERY Vanillaware
game, etc.
And the classic Castlevania-style meat is Roast
Mutton!(“beast”)
Now I’m hungry too, a thread like this never fails.
#mountaineats

I will never enjoy
any food as much as
he enjoyed muchin’
on that grass. I wish
I could be that happy.
Goddamnit, why’d ya have to bump this shit so late at night :(
Ghibi food is fucking fantastic; the beginning of Spirited Away always
makes me wanna sit down and stuff my face with them <3 Also this
mothafucka:
I also agree with the Scooby Doo comment; they had some pretty tasty
looking things :(

Fuck I’m hungry :(

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqREvb2VTjw
The Lion King made bugs look amazing.
How?

Threads like these make me plug in the slow cooker and get to work.
How did this not get posted? I want spaghetti and meatballs now. Also, same movie, the scottish
dog with his bones. Dogs in cartoons make bones seem so delicious.

and nothing else even comes close
FUCK I WANT BREAD NOW
It’s not drawn animation, but I always thought the Stew in the igloos
in Animal Crossing looked so good.

Honey

Oh god the honey in that last Pooh movie.
I could feel myself developing diabetes
just looking at it all.
was craving some tonkatsu hard after this episode.
Fatty food in Ghibli films is out of this-world-good
looking

How can you forget the tastiest looking tank cuisine in the show?
The bottom half are fan made versions perfectly illustrating how much tastier
looking the cartoon version is! Though the food network and Tarantino know
how to do real food justice too.
Also just gotta toss this in too!

I watched Winnie the Pooh all the time growing
up. I started to love honey, and I’ve loved it ever
since.
I’d let Goku get a taste

Nostalgia and hunger are killing me cause of
this thread.
This thread is too much for me... my heart can’t handle it,
I think I’m going out.
Now I’m dead and really, really hungry.
Damn, that marbling.

lol
‘murcan burger

Oh god that burger. This thread has only led me down a
dark path of delicious but incredibly bad for you foods... I
regret beginning this journey, but can’t stop now.

Many Adventures Pooh’s honey looked
delicious! (new one a little too many post
effects)
It really looks tasty. Is it an unspoken rule or does actually everyone know
already from which show those pics come? Or am I the only one who
cares about the source? It’s too bad seeing those pics and wondering if
there is more from where that came from. I am just speaking in general,
because this happens in other threads too.
OP you’re probably one of those weirdos that finds animated
women more attractive as well.
Real Food & Real Women = WIN!

THIS.
It’s half the reason I played this game. Even if my character was just a
little bit hungry; HOT POT TIME.
My bad, it’s from Girls und Panzer if
you’re curious.
It’s pretty good too! Trust me.
“You can smell it!”
-Gabriel Iglesias
On an off note, there is a Japanese restaurant near me that serves
tonkatsu and shoyu ramen every weekday during lunch, and in limited
amounts, and the only time I can ever get to it is like one day a week
if my day off happens to fall on a weekday during that time frame. So
I see that Ponyo scene and I know they are eating something that just
makes your mouth dance the fantastic.
Shit’s good, yo.

Yep. Them glazed, gloriously glistening sanglier (wild boar, but
the french word sounds much more delicious) often made me
hungry while reading Asterix.
Too bad about the pics, Google has failed us all indeed.

Thanks!
Jon Arbuckle always seems to have very hearty meals.
I assume he spends 3 hours a day of this pathetic life just cooking a nice meal so he
can feel something.
In Bob’s Burgers I really like the burger prep station. It just makes me feel good to see
a clean and orderly pantry.
It just looks so real.
The whole kitchen looks great.

/thread

This, the pizza from A Goofy
Movie, and the souls from Soul
Eater always make me so hungry.
Somebody post the death sandwich from Regular Show! I’m on mobile so
I can’t.
I 3rd the Muramasa food.
I’m reminded of my old ALF lunchbox I had when I was in elementary
school, with ALF sitting in front of a smorgasbord of food. I wanted to
eat it all.
I had a craving to eat bread every time I watched this:
also, what about Jojo’s Diamond is Unbreakable arc
about Tonio Trussardi, the Italian chef? Hilarious
story and super tasty food
I’ve only seen 4 episodes of Toriko but that food gets me
everytime.

ohhhhhhh!
Yeah I want the
cheesy poofs!
It looks like kong xin cai and bamboo.
Card Captor Sakura had the most delcious
anime food evar
sorry, no screens cuz i can’t find them.

Joints of ham always look amazing
It’s the giant bone handle I think.
Walking around with a huge leg of
ham and munching on it is appealing.
I don’t even like grilled cheese but this makes me
want to eat one.

Man google has failed me hard in my quest for Tom & Jerry food.

********************************************

That’s all folks!
********************************************

